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“According to worldwide polls, 15 percent of people believe the world will end in their lifetimes.”

Ariel Gore is wise, brave and funny.
—Harriet Lerner, PhD, NY Times Best-Selling author of The Dance of Anger

Ariel Gore the most eloquent and sensitive feminist writer of our times.
—Susie Bright, American writer, speaker, teacher, performer, and audio-show host of In Bed with Susie Bright


Jenny Forrester was the 2011 winner of the Richard Hugo House New Works Competition contest and the runner up in Indiana Review’s 1/2K prize. She writes at Trailer Trash Writing on Facebook.

Microcosm Publishing strives to add credibility to zine writers and their ethics, teach self empowerment, show hidden history, and nurture people's creative side! Now based in Lansing, KS and Portland, OR, Joe Biel started the distro and then-record-label out of his bedroom in 1996. Since then we’ve grown to become one of the largest zine distributors in the world, reaching an international audience through our website and retail store.

According to Pew research, 41% of Americans believe Jesus Christ will return by 2050.

A 2002 Time/CNN poll found that 59 percent of Americans believe that the prophecies found in the Book of Revelation are going to come true. Nearly one-quarter think the Bible predicted the 9/11 attacks.”

Raising chickens, hoarding grain, stockpiling firearms, learning to build fires and solar ovens, imagining zombies or Revelations-Jesus, dreaming up environmental utopias in which the Salmon and vines take over—The People’s Apocalypse is a compendium of visions and memoirs exploring all the ways we prepare for and imagine the apocalypse. Editors Ariel Gore (Hip Mama) and Jenny Forrester (Trailer Trash Writing) bring together emerging writers and luminaries like Tomas Moniz (Rad Dad) and Derrick Jensen (A Language Older than Words) to create a lyrical vision of love and survival at the end of time.
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Benefits
The People Apocalypse is the only anthology that includes practical survival tips for hippie utopian, environmentalist, U.S. Army, and Christian fundamentalist visions of the end times. The books is at once lyrical, political, and thought-provoking.